
Name: Company:

Phone:Email:

Parasol Shape and Size:Parasol Name:

Canopy Fabric Color:Amount of Parasols:

Special Inks (Metallics or Lumo):Number of Print Colors:

We will SUPPLY a PANTONE SOLID COATED reference

We will supply a CMYK or RGB color reference

We will supply vector artwork

We require assistance to create vector artwork

Complete this form and email it to: ussales@woodlineshade.com

PANTONE COLOR REFERENCES

PLEASE SUPPLY THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION FOR US TO BE ABLE TO QUOTE ON SCREEN PRINTED BRANDING

PRINT PLACEMENT OPTIONS - PLEASE SELECT WHICH OPTION YOU WOULD LIKE

PLEASE READ THE TECHNICAL ARTWORK REQUIREMENTS ON THE FOLLOWING PAGE >>

ARTWORK FORMAT REQUIREMENT

Date:

SCREEN PRINT
REQUEST FORM

Artwork must be supplied in a VECTOR format such as .AI 
(Illustrator), .PDF (Coreldraw/Illustrator/Freehand) or .EPS 
(Coreldraw/Illustrator/Freehand) to produce clean film 
positives. We cannot work with image files like JPEG, PNG, 
TIFF etc. as well as Word, Excel or Powerpoint files.

To match your corporate colors we require a PANTONE 
SOLID COATED color reference. If you cannot provide a 
PANTONE SOLID COATED reference then we need an RGB or 
CMYK color mix specification to match your corporate 
colors to the nearest PANTONE SOLID COATED color. 

Round 6 Panels
Print on 6 Panels

Round 6 Panels
Print on 3 Panels

Round 8 Panels
Print on 8 Panels

Square 4 Panels
Print on 4 Panels

Rectangular 4 Panels
Print on 4 Panels

Rectangular 2 Panels
Print on 2 Panels

Square 4 Panels
Print on 2 Panels

Rectangular 4 Panels
Print on 2 Panels

Rectangular 2 Panels
Print on 2 Panels & Valance

Round 8 Panels
Print on 4 Panels

your message here • your message here • your message here • your message here

your message here • your message here • your message here • your message here

The screen printed method of branding parasols is highly effective and long lasting. An image is transferred to the canopy surface by ink which is 
pressed through a stenciled silk screen that is treated with a light-sensitive emulsion. A screen is required for each color. The
benefits include a wide choice of colors (we can print up to 8 colors) including Pantone colors, Metallics and Lumo colors. It is very cost
effective and has a long outdoor lifespan. We can print on a wide variety of fabrics up to a maximum size of 4’11”/1.5m x 2’9”/85cm.



We need your artwork to be in Vector format:
Vector art is composed of paths, lines, curves, and shapes. This 
process allows you to increase or decrease the size of the graphic 
without distortion. Vector artwork that is saved correctly is easily 
transformed into an acceptable screen printed graphic. If you do not 
use vector art, our in-house designers will have to completely recre-
ate your design, for which a $25 per hour fee will apply.

Acceptable Vector file formats:
Adobe Illustrator (AI/EPS/PDF files with fonts and strokes outlined). 
For CorelDraw or Freehand files please export files with fonts and 
strokes outlined as either EPS or PDF, as we cannot work with Corel 
and Freehand native file formats. We also cannot work with Word, 
Publisher or PowerPoint files.

Maximum of 8 colors:
In order to transform your design into a screen-printed reality, each 
color requires its own film positive and its own screen. Those cost 
time and money. To reduce your overall cost, use fewer colors to limit 
the total number of screens. We can screen print up to a maximum 
of 8 colors.

Pantone Coated Inks:
Convert all of your used colors to Pantone Solid Coated spot colors 
(do not use tints) and remove unused colors from your swatches.

Minimum thickness of elements:
All design elements (including blank spaces) should have a minimum 
thickness of 1 pt when at actual print size in order to be successfully 
screen printed through the fine mesh.

Color Trapping:
Trapping of multiple color jobs will result in a better print job, please 
use a 0.5pt to 1pt trap size. Please be aware that it is better to set up 
trapping so that your darker colors overprint your lighter colors to 
avoid show-through.

Tints:
We cannot print tints or shades of a color. Any artwork which uses 
tints should be converted so that each visible color is its own 
Pantone color - we use Pantone Coated inks so any Pantone 
Uncoated colors need to be converted to Pantone Coated.

Halftones and gradients:
Convert gradients/transparencies to halftone (dot) patterns or solid 1 
color elements (1pt minimum still applies to halftones). Please be 
aware that screen printing halftones can be problematic resulting in 
some loss of finer details, so please consider digital printing if your 
design features gradients or very fine elements.

Artwork Proof:
Please supply us with a JPEG or PDF proof of your design so we can 
cross-check it against the working files that have been uploaded to 
us - this is for proofing purposes only and can be at 150dpi resolu-
tion. Please label that file as ‘PROOF ONLY’.

Bleed and text area:
Please allow for 30mm bleed on all sides of your file (outside the 

cutting path) as indicated on our design templates. Please make 
sure you remove the bleed lines before saving your final artwork 
print files. It is standard practise to keep all text at least 100mm 
from the edges, allowing a safety area. 

Artwork to be at 100% scale:
All layout files should be set up at 100% actual size. We can supply 
you with the relevant vector canopy template file as a PDF on 
request, please contact us: studio@woodline.co.za

Uploading or emailing artwork:
Please place all relevant artwork files into one folder, compress using 
ZIP compression, then upload it to us by Wetransfer (www.wetrans-
fer.com) to: studio@woodline.co.za - artwork files under 10MB may 
be emailed to us directly to: studio@woodline.co.za

Digital color proof:
We will supply you with a digital proof before we run your final prints. 
Due to inaccuracies in displays and desktop printing equipment, 
judging color on your monitor or your own printer may not be giving 
you an accurate representation of color. This is why we prefer to 
work with the Pantone Solid Coated system which ensures we all 
see the same colors. A Pantone Solid Color Chart is a worthwhile 
investment and is the global standard in screen printing colors.

In-house design service (charged at $25 per hour):  
We have a dedicated design team to assist you with affordable 
design and layout. Please note that we will need your corporate 
logo in high resolution vector format (PDF or Illustrator). If your logo 
has specific colors, usually set as Pantone colors, you need to 
supply us with that information. If you require complete designs to 
be done for you, ie: logos to be redrawn from scratch, creation of 
background designs etc., we will require a detailed brief in order to 
estimate the studio time required for the particular job. An Artwork 
Requisition Form will be emailed to you explaining everything we will 
need from you so we can provide you with a quote estimate.

Changes:
After you receive your first draft proof via email you will be allowed to 
make a maximum of two FREE changes. Additional changes will be 
charged at $25 per change. Please keep in mind, the more changes 
you make, the more it costs you and could possibly delay the date 
we can start production of your order. We will only start production 
once you have signed off your changes and digital proof.

Responsibility:
Please check and approve product, size, quantities, colors, spelling 
and final design of your artwork files. Please note you are 100% 
responsible for final proof and layout approval prior to printing.

Terms and conditions:
By submitting your approval to us, you agree to the following terms:
•  You have verified that spelling and content are correct and  
 assume all responsibility for typographical errors.
•  You are satisfied with the document layout.
•  You understand that your document will print as it appears  
 on the proof and that you cannot make any changes once  
 the order has been approved.

Screen Printing – Artwork Guidelines
SUITABLE FOR BOLD, FLAT COLOUR DESIGNS USING PANTONE, METALLIC & LUMO WATER-BASED INKS
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